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Cultures come together SJSU applauds
at International House
staff service

anniversaries
By Janet Pak
Daily Senior Stryf Writer
/
;

Sh.imindcr Duldi I 1,111
International House residents Mizue Aoki and Tomoko Yonekawa applaud one of their housemates as he practices another
word in Japanese The group was working on a banner for the next pancake social at the International House

Various activities expose students to American life
By Sara Spivey
I) ,
. 11
I’ ... p.m; tournaments. .ilsa slanting,
waking le,son, And !ranting to swear
in mans different languages Ate All facet it
lite at the ’Sall Jose state I IIIIVrrsIty Phylii
ForWarti SI11111k111, 110(.1 tl.Itli,11.1.1 I louse.
Thr Inteitiational Douse is the white
budding at the , "trier ot Eleventh and San
Carlos stierts with the two slots- tall, white
solimins out ri Mint and multi, "hard inter Tom ,rial flags sv.wing from the root. lie re,
Mem, Ate all NISI I students..
-%%’e have A stusls nioni, two TV rooms,
,I111.11t C I !glint!, a game Lind.) party- room
svoli pitigporig And toosball table, and wireless Internet a. m’s’. throughout the house. said Alan %Ate. A senior majoring ill politi, s, rem e and ( Irrinan.
%Volteis mir it the house’s domestic students
he is originally- it. nil 1’irginia. Be-

toie in., mg into the kw: national House,
Write said lir studied Abroad in Germany
tor 011e seal.
le said this is his second year living in
the house, and he is working As A resident
adviser thr.,ugh the house’s Grant -in -Aid
pn,gram.
The ( ;rant- in And pnigrani employs residents to work At the house and otters 25 p)sitions per sent iester. atcording to the International I l,,usrWeb site.
Strident, who work receive A rent reductiori .11 S V2; t., 594,0 per semester, ai 1. 1, ,rd mg to the Web site. The house also accepts
financial aid.
The tees for the house range from 13,939
to 14,2414 per semester, depending on the
meal plan.
"Ile residents of the International House
are all members of the house’s student council and residents are ens waged to run for
office each semester. said Leann Cherkasky

Greek honor society
celebrates 50 years
By Yasuyo Nagata
Daily Staff Writer
Every setnester, graduating seniors who have A 3.5 grade point average or higher arid second semester
juniois who have 1.n5 GPA or higher receive an in. ’town to be initiated into the Phi Kappa Phi honor
society.
This year, San June State University’s Phi Kappa Phi chapter received
a 50-year honor society award.
To continue to have the honor
society, the top 10 percent of students at the school should maintain
a 3.5 GPA or above, said (his Lease,
the SJSU chapter president.
SJSU .joined the Phi Kappa Phi
honor society in 1954 with Fresno
State University, Lease said.
in 1954, we’re the two campuses in Calitinnia State University to
have a chapter of the national honor
society, Phi Kappa Phi," he said.
Phi Kappa Phi is one of many
recognized honor societies in the
nation, and it has existed for mom

than 100 years. Lease said.
SJSU joined the honor society
early in comparison to the other institutions, Lease said. "We’re Chapter 67 in the national society, and today they have almost 300 chapters."
Lease said he wants students to
understand what A privilege at is to
be in Phi Kappa Phi.
About 1100 Phi Kappa Phi invitations are sent every year to students
with A 3.5 GPA or higher, however,
only some students are initiated.
"A lot of them don’t want to take
the time to fill out an application,"
Lease said.
When Stacey Ruesch, a senior
photojournalism major, received
Phi Kappa Phi invitation, she said
she lost the paperwork and didn’t
apply tot membership.
Fliwiever, Ruesch had an opportunity to meet with Lease, and he
recommended that Ritesch apply
for the $2,000 fellowship from the
SJSU chapter.

see SOCIETY, page

Nlakiiiii. the Inier,..,:ion.d I ’use dire, tor.
"The council meets week’s and plans aetwities for the in, Ise: Nlaklini said. "Student, vote on thrin At the meetings. One midi Activity Was a pingp mg tournament held on Sept. 17.
"We have .1 beginner arid an advanced
tournament: said .Mes Buttertiela, a unior
cinematography’ And tilm studies major from
England. ".%bout 40 students are playing."
()fie ot the Illajg)r Activities of the year
is the annual Pans .ike Breakfast, which is
c,,ked by the iesidents. NIaldini said. They’
invite the SIM And San lose communities
and ’mulls have a large turtioUt.
-This Year the breakfast will be held on
Ott. 24 ttoin 9:10 am, to 1:30 p.m.," she
said.
one nut the reason. the house does so
mans Amities is to help the residents supra I NT EKNNI I( )N AL, page.)

Custodians, adininistrative personnel and
San Jose State I lniversity staff took a break front
their jobs to enjoy a day for themselves.
The 37th annual Staff and Management Service Recognition Awards Luncheon was held on
Thursday at the Student Union Barrett Ballroom. The goal of the event was to honor people for their years of service, said Suzanne Sundholm, event and voluntary programs coordinator
in the Human Resources Service Group.
This year’s theme was "Our honorees are
champions," Sundholtn said. Photos of the honorees on Wheaties boxes were placed at individual tables.
Staff members were recognized Mr 15,20.25,
30 and 35 years of service at SJSU. Each group
walked up to the podium and were greeted by
interim President Don Kassing, who handed
them their awards and posed Cur pictures.
Sundholm said she put a lot of her heart
And soul into organizing the event. She said It
WAS important to recognize the staff behind the
scene, who help the university.
"(They) make it possible tor the faculty to
teach and the students to learn." Sundholm
said.
:Michael Adams. of the television, radio. film
and theatre department, narrated A hegtntliill
presentation discussing events from the tall of
the Berlin %van to the movies of the employees’
generations as a Phil Collins song played in the
background.
The event takes a yea n, plan and, despite
all the work. Sundholm said it’s a lot of fun. She
said she enjoys seeing people happy. pleased and
having .t good time.
Vice Prmsrst Charles %Vlittcomb said he was
glad Linda Ozaki And Marilyn Radisch were
honored And he’s not surprised they have re111.1111fd at *4! for so many y-ears.
"I think they found ttttt wthing they enjoy doing. A pl.lie ot employment they are committed
to and stay committed to sinse they came here:
%Vhitcomh said.
Beture the 15 -year group walked to the podium. Bob .Ashton, vice president tor University.
Advancement, iirked that they should stand 111
straight line because they are in A university.
lloruirees submitted several pictures and
wrote .1 few sentences about themselves that
were read during the lunch, Sundholin said.
FAJI1A LeWIS. A programs coordinator tot

graduate studies and rese.mh. received an Award
for 15 years at SJSU.
I.ewis said she I, wes hrr lob and the students
she has helped still winie bask to visit her.
I ler eypeirence at the university has been interesting, she saki.
"I tee ike I grew up here." Lewis saki. "It
went by gins Ich because I raised tny children
while I was iv aking "
Interim President Kassang sand it tell good
to sees,, ii unit, einplovees who’ve worked at the
university (,’tn,,h/tIgA.
Kassing sand he’s attended this event in II
years and it , ointinues ro get better.
"Every. year is A time to celebrate: Kissing
said.
Rose I An. A budget Analyst. said she agreed
with I.e%Vis that her tune at SIMI has also passed
by. quickly.
""l’inine tines when v.itire having tun," 1.III
said.
One thing that hasn’t changed during the
last 3 leans is pail:init. said Cheryl .klinietrl’innedge, doesn’t ,if the Career Center.
Alltnen %’irinedge said die still feels A sense
.,t pride in what the ilIlleerIIV IS As a Intern politan inityersits
She said she’s ...ritinued to work at SJSL because she want t. I make a dinetence tot students
whether they want to work in the Peace Corps
or at An internship in %V.ishington, D.C.
Each group ot
retrived gilts Iron
a rosewood pencil set tor I; years At 5151 to
1A’atertord Obelisk sl,k k tor 15 years. Sundholm said
Sire atsi Akita 1.11 I people attended the
event, lo mote than last year.
Some ot the honorees didn’t walk up to the
podium t, n re, eiye their awards. Sundholin said.
lot ot pt’ pie
feel comfortable walking across the stage,- she said. ’They like to
sit
don’t want to stand up And other, had
I

,t,11 rr, rive their awards and
. !ate, rime. Sondholin said
II
. I 1.riter said he first started working
at "HI when he Iva. 24 lie said he tees good
Veal, it the ainverita.
II .
.1111 that ’is Years ago he Was nest a
lietme he applied tor the lead
reg ...
cmtodian job I le said he feels proud to have
served j.ir SI/ nun,tnuv Veal,
dill Said she doesn’t ielect the people
FRVIC E. page .3

Vending machines offer quick fix to students
By Joe Amaral
Dadi .s’iati II
Whether they are expel let 1, rig
hunger or thirst, students , ni n go to
one of the
Vellghlle, Mat hones on
Catilr11% if they are t..., 1.17% ki walk to
the Student limo’)
use the vending ina, limes." said
Danny Chan, A Settiot kint, ’logs
tin its
jut. "I normally Imy
,tor
about it though."
Chan said he pun hAses I;AnItade
twice A week, but thinks the pi It r, are
A little expensive. A 211-,ininhe Gato,ampits
rade at A vending Illag lune
costs $1.50, hut the 7. Eleven at 404
S. Sixth St. costs fll 19 ’the Student
I /num food court charges 11 49 mid
the Spartan SIN/lett.lte charges $1. 59
semot interim
jaViar 1.tribay,
tional business Illatilt, ,orriplained
about the price 14 the soda in the ma
chines.
"Thes sharge too mush lust lot
the convents-% e of being tight there."
(IATIbA1 sAltI "l’e.,ple pay be, anise the{
Are too IAA’ to walk."
A replar 20-orun,e soda limn a
vending InAt Intle 1.11 CAIIII111, I. lig%
$1.25, COITIpAreti With the Ink! At the
Strident 1 /n1011, whui, is $13’) with
tax included.

; Lleven n hinges $1.29 with tas
included and the Spartan Bookstorc
s barges $1.19
The 1114\1111MA otter beverages such
as Gatorade, Pepsi and AtillAtitiA WA let
The candy machines charge t
50 tr. 75 cents, depending it someone
is buying a candy bat, gun) in Chips
Students can 1. hose trill!! A varlets
of ki),1,10.sumin AS FrItlIS, SIM Chills
and Snickers.
11,11. heir (1endreau. the divi
shin duector tor Spartan SlItIrs, URI
that Spartan Shop, set the pines tor
timid.. Andy And St hid in the machines
...unpin.
and that the urn net stav,
lrendreau said that the machines Are
oWtled IN Spartan Shops.
’Ehere Are approximately 45 vending ItlAt’lline% I m lanipus, according to
the Spartan Shops Web site
Some rut the vending machines call
he found in Man’t.tharie 1141, Sweens
!Lill, the Strident (Intim and the Engineering budding.
jeiiilte.iii saint that prices Are 11%11 Ally deter unitled by preferences, slash As
national preferense from data or retail
units sudi as the Student Union or
Market Cate She said that the prices
are matched from the sales at the Student 1 ?mon

I tilikin

I fails Staff

Students walk by a vending machine in Dudley Moorhead Hall on
Tuesday morning.
Spartan Shops has not raised its
prices an two years, Gendreau said.
Gendreau added about how Spartan Shops determine what buildings
on campus have machines anti why are
some are newer than others.
"We buy two or three machines
a year," Gendreau said. "Higher vialume areas normally have newer equip
ment because its higher volume. The

old equipment is just rotational equip fluent. It its up and operating, but it’s
an older piece cif equirment, we still
feel it 1, in good shape
While prices are an inconvience
tor some students, others are bothered
with the lir, anon of the niachines.
"Mans ot them are in wrong platwe VENDING, page 3
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Jewel of autumn rises above all other tournaments
Like many children in America, I spent the majority of my
summers within the confines of a Little League ballpark, imagining that every time I stepped out of the dugout it was to take
the field Mr game seven of the World Series.
The smell of grass frying in the sun, the taste of sunflower
seeds and the feel of those polyester uniforms and mesh caps
have been burned into my mind, never to be removed.
And once every year when October rolls around, those
senses are overwhelmed by the memories of baseball.
Nine innings and 18 players on a diamond in October is a
combination that can’t be beat.
I once was engaged in a discussion on which is better
baseball in October or football playoffs in January.
Most people in the discussion believed I would fight tooth
and nail to defend football, but they were at a loss when I told
them there was no contest baseball wins hands down.
Football playoffs otTer plenty, but lose in every category.
So what if football gives us the whole any-team-can -beat any-team -on -any-given -day thing? All that means is that
one had team just has to get lucky four times and they’re the
champs.
No team can coast through the MLB playoffs. No champ
just has to get lucky four times. Baseball forces a champion to
win 11 games, but more importantly it tests how a team han-

So what if a team plays in four games and Comes home
dles a loss.
In football, the example being the 2003 New England Pa- empty-handed? October gives us the possibility of a team
triots, a team can just ride a wave of wins to a championship.
fighting for 19 games and still coming in second.
Football can only sell the fact that each game is like a game
There is nothing like a team that has to keep its composure
seven, but there is nothing that can match a real
after twostraight losses and then come back to
game seven.
take the series.
These two teams have gone back and forth
I know some say this is the reason they love
for six games.They know each other, they know
football playoffs more than baseball, but it is inwhat each other is capable of and they know
accurate.
that neither team is actually favored to Win.
It is safe to say that the best baseball team
And then there is the World Series to culmithat makes it through the postseason is the
nate the month.
champion. They have to fend off the best in a
Forget the Super Bowl, it pales in compariweeklong series. not just for three hours on a
son to "The Series."
Sunday
It
has what every other playoff series has,
It all goes back to the scheduling for the
except it is the grand finale of October. It is a
entire season. Football offers 17 high-energy
possible seven games, pitting two teams against
weeks of helmet-to -helmet action.
MARK CORNEJO
each other who have fought for two and a half
Baseball gives the public 162 games before
weeks and still have about 10 more days before
reaching October. Only after playing in the regular season over a six-month span does a team get to play for a champion is crowned.
Every
hit,
every
run and every out could be the defining
another month.
There is just something about a team playing for more than factor in the entire series, yet, because there is so much more
25 weeks and going home with nothing that makes what hap- baseball to be played, so many more runs to be scored and outs
to be recorded, it may mean nothing.
pens every October something magical.

CREEP ON CAMPUS AIDAN CASSERLY

PoN’T KNOW HOW TO F’,L,’Ne
TO /0U, BUT THE TRUTH

Juf
HALLUCINATION FROM MOSE PUS
tou KEEP TAKING.

SPARTA GUIDE
Sparta Guide is provided free of charge to students, faculty and staff members. The deadline for entries is noon
three working days before the desired publication date. Entry forms are available in the Spartan Daily office in
Dwight Bentel Hall, room 209. Entries can also be e -mailed to spartandailyikasa.sjsu.edu titled "Sparta Guide."
Space restrictions may’ require editing of submissions. Entries are printed in the order in which they are received.

TODAY
School of Art and Design
An art exhibition featuring student galleries will take
place from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. in the Art building. For
more information, call the Gallery Office at
924-4330.
Career Center
The Los Angeles I milled School District will be
recruiting certified teachers from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
A job fair success workshop will take place from
10:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. A current resume, Tower
Card and Career Center membership are required.
Both events will take place in Building F. For more
infinmation. call Jill Perez at 924-6055.
Catholic Campus Ministry
A daily mass will take place at 12:10 p.m. in the
Catholic Campus Ministry Chapel. For more
information, call Father Mike Carson at 938-1610.
Phi ( ;anima I )elta
A presidential debate party will take place at
5:30 p.m. At the chapter house located at 567 Eighth
St. Refreshments will he served. For more
information, call 291- 1454.

SUNDAY
C .ith. i. Campus NIinistry
"Faitlaul Citizenship" will take place at 6 p.m. at the
S.IS1 Catholi, Campos Nfinistry. For more
information, Sister N1.11-i IA Kraus! at 9381610

MONDAY
Women’s Resource Center
Voter registration will take plate front 9 a.m. to
4 p.m, at the tables in front of the Student Union.
For more i n forma in, call 924 1,5100.

School of Art and Design
An art exhibition featuring student galleries will take
place from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. in the Art building. For
more information, call the Gallery Office at
924-4330.
SJSpirit
A group of clergy will be tabling for National
Coming Out Day from 11 A.M. to 1 p.m. in front
of the Student llnion. For more information, call
Chaplain Roger at 605-1687.
Art History Association
A meeting will take place from noon to 12:10 p.m.
in the Art building, room 329. Upcoming events
such as Fall Art I listory Day, group trips and Spring
Symposium will be discussed. For more information,
call Danita Fleck at 287-6560.
Catholic Campus Ministry
A daily mass will take place at 12:10 p.m. in the
Catholic Campus Ministry Chapel. For more
inthrmation, call Father Mike Carson at 938-1610.
Dr. Martin I.uther King Jr. Joint Library
A documentary titled "I.ong Night’s Journey into
Day" will be shown from 2 p.m. to 3:30 p.m. at the
King I abrary, room 255/257. The film focuses on
Miff cases of crimes relating to the apartheid
system. For more information, call Library General
Collections at 808-2 M.
Counseling Services
An anger management group will meet from
3:10 p.m. to 5 p.m. in the Administration building,
room 201. For more information, call 924-5910
Pride of the Pacific Islands
A Polynesian dance practice will take place from
p.m. to 10 p.m. in Spartan Complex, room 75. For
more inthrmation, call 924-2221.

Tooting your own horn
should be left to others
A most heinous and lewd crime is occurring each and every day, and its happening everywhere.
Many have seen the crime committed at school, and many
have witnessed it at parties.
Some have seen it done at work, and some have even done
it in front of a camera.
I’ve not only seen it, I’ve Also experienced a great deal of
time spent hearing it the sound of too many people tooting their own horns.
I’m tired of hearing people brag, especially when they have
nothing to brag about.
My cousin’s new husband decided to join
my family for a little dinner and drinking last
weekend. It wasn’t good enough that he was
already married into the family, so he decided,
while quite inebriated, that he needed to "sell"
himself to us.
"I have lots of friends," he slurred happily
in front of my family. "People really like me,
they really love me. Everyone loves me."
Do I hear sirens? Where was the "1 heart
myself" police? Was, like, someone getting
caught masturbating in the library
Poor guy, too bad he doesn’t realize how
much I hate people.
ELIZABETH
Before you think I’m going overboard
with this, let me clarify that wit-promotion
is not the same as bragging.
Self-promotion is an art bragging is just pathetic.
Bragging is something that should be left for others ni do
for you, not something WoU dii for yourself ropes ially not
in public.
The art .if sell- promotion is about
strategically getting others to acknowledge your accomplishments without
ever sounding like it Was your intention.
I remember hearing ex -boyfriends
say "I’m a good lover."
T., which I replied, "Yeah, right. I
can tell who’s a good lover or just had in
bed by looking at them. And you don’t
give out the ’good vibe."
They Would usua..y
11 argue about how
they are God’s gifts to women, and in the
end. I’ll leave disappointed and looking
to jump into mottle...tie else’s
For those who brag excessively there is no need for it.
If you do decide to indulge in sell,pr.inuiitliiil and really,
it is a privilege and not A right -- Make sure you deserve it.
Make sure it’s something rma’re proud if, and ifs wit jled
something you’re telling everyone to inflate your ego.
Don’t brag unless you are given bragging rights
If you’re so proud of your acc.implishments that it deserves
to be vocalized, then by all means, go ahead.
Just make sure it’s well deserved.
Bragging about how Well rolite like,i. hiss,- much better
your life is than everyone else’s or how mush smarter you are
than everyone else falls under the category int stroking sour
ego.
After too many back- to bask bragging offctise, you be
come all hype and no substance.
At this point, ssuiis an only do .inc thing prove it. Oth
erwiw you look like something I scrape off the bottom of or,
shoe.
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1 love .letlatilig son...one’s ego so rims hi in ...re
There’s walling like a wood use it hoomilhorinio tio suet 1.0
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I could think ot mantic better than iii miiake All ego nias
turloatior
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.11,11Ne then bragging privileges
attitude toward th.3sr
So lot Ilior bidggall MI there, learn holliollitV or learn to
live with homiliatnisi
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Letter: Constitution protects Coach Hill’s religious speech
Dear editor,
In Thursday ’s edition ’ml the Spartan
Daily, associate professor Jonathan Roth
is trying to curb the freedom if religion
and freedom "(speech ,if football tioalll

l’ita I lull. Both freedom. are prm le. led
by the First Amendment in the (*rind,
lllll 01 the III-lite.’ States
The timing is ironit because Vida,
I IC Berkeley will selebrate die 411th alp
mversars if the tree Tees li pvelin111.
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Ilumility isn’t just for the meek, it’s something every egomaniac should consider employing.
People will notice if you do a go. ii lb when you do a wand
job. If they do not Ilona e, y.at if,, wit need to bn.adcast it t.,
the world.
t if, is great,"
It’s the difference .netweett y.iit saying.
and sinncolle else saying, "Yi us kilos, MAI ,Ippb It is the best
to,"
ine I’ve ever been
Self protnotion Away...winds better conntin4 oril so onle
one else.
Even it you di ’nit hear h. Ay gti4 xi y1/11 mai- be, that dies not
Mean is !lot true
I have Ilion, gratittide Ii it thine who knoW
thrr are g. iol without eyer haying to tell inc
dial are. I can see it hot Myself
Those who teel like they hacv to point it
mt inake me teel like they think rot too stupid to notice.
I’m sorry to sAV that even the everyday
braggart . Ali soon...Mies troake A change tor
the cs,dst
Nohow, is as annoying as NIr. Perfect brag
ging And then Hot 1.1k11114 A compliment.
As humble as Iniaius pretend to be, it
...gnome giVe
an Inollest Anil deserved
NGUYEN
learn to its ell, it
T. Many pr4.111C tiNII for koMplIllielit,
theit nun, us, thelll
Amer t. e, I,Ong, iii iunmewill Want too bite
and you II end up I, ioking like A lac kas
My Aunt has even go Uteri down the ..iteh and release as
down tip a Kidd oped.il winnow spirt
pect ot it
-.rho JO Inv without Me Al lin
ert big .,,rpr dation here I. she
"They pan me so much there that I cs-eta
ahead Alla bolight Inc tin, new- Mer.e.les
but it’s hoot a ruse as the .ine I initially
went for "
()id pit I oirtesi, I de. Med to Introit
her
auntie. il is .m refs bratitlittil car,"
s.114I using all lin Molt to unit point inn
just
sad Itic reel
that sloe’s
"Yes. I kthos, hut I slv mild have gotten
the one voth
’Really, it is sirs iii. e, auntie," I WI .0 Iti

"Nothing is as
annoying as Mr.
Perfect bragging
and then not taking
a compliment."
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In the Super Bowl, you Call tell WhiCh plays will be huge,
which defensive stops will decide the winner and which field
goals will be remembered for decades.
In the Series, you can’t tell which are the big plays until it
all comes down to the end. So what if the New York Yankees
win game two on a walk-off home run if that’s the only win
they score in the series?
But, if the Yankees do pull it out to win in seven games,
that one swing of the bat may have decided who holds the
trophy.
And if we are lucky enough to get to a deciding game seven
of the World Series, as was the case in 2001 anti 2002, then we
are treated to the greatest single event in sports.
To judge for yourself think of the Oakland Raiders’ loss in
the 2002 Super Bowl.
As a Raider fan, it hurt, but it was just one game.
Now, ask a San Francisco Giants fan about their loss in the
2002 World Series.
I rest my case.
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INTERNATIONAL I 25 countries represented
continuedfrom page /
port each other, said Tasnim Fideli, one of the interim
office managers of the International House.
"The International house holds activities like car washes, pingpong tournaments, trips to San Francisco Giants’ games and barbecues to make the international students feel welcome, make them interact with
each other and broaden their horizons," said Fidali, a
former house resident and an SJSU mass communications graduate student.
Jenin Abed, a student from Germany, said the activities help her nicer people.
She said she likes living at the International House
because, "you don’t have to make an effort to make
friends."
She said most of the people at SJSU seem very
busy with school, work and families, and it is easier for
her to make friends with the other residents at the International House.
Abed said although there are five students from
Germany residing at the house, she spends most of
her time with students from other countries.
"We mix a lot," Abed said.
One of her friends is Sabastian Miranda, a senior
industrial engineering major from Chile.
"We have fun, go on trips and learn about American culture," he said.
Miranda recently proposed at a student council
meeting that the house purchase a Sony Playstation.
"Everyone will vote on it," he said.
Residents from the same country do sometimes
come together. Sonic of the French students hosted a
French night, said Emilie Germain. an American cinema graduate student from France.

"We prepared a meal and showed the French movie ’Arnelie,’" she said. "The next dav everyone came to
us to say thank yi m ."
The atniosphere is very open minded and tolerant
because of the diversity, Germain said.
The house .dsii holds cultural workshops, said
Makhni, the hi use director.
-Thi year we have 25 countries represented," said
Makhni. "We’ve had students from 95 countries during our 26 yens.’
tiltil alumni .11.in and Phyllis Simpkins founded
International II,use iii I97g, and privately owned the
boildini; quail this donated it to the SJSU Foundation in 1 ’PC, a, cording to the !merman inal House
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Web site.
"There’s an amazing amount oldiversity here," said
Fidali. "If you want to be with people from around the
world in one house, this is it."
Fidali said the diversity is what makes the International House stand apart from SJSU’s residence halls.
"One thing that is special about this house compared to the (residence halls) is that we don’t tell (residents) to leave during Thanksgiving or winter break,"
Fidali said.
Students pay tuition for the semester, but instead
of being asked to vacate the house during school
breaks, they are able to pay a per -day fee, she said.
"As an international student myself, I found it very
scary when I was told I had a to find a place to live for
15 days," she said. "I didn’t know anybody here."
The other thing that sets the house apart from SJSlrs residence halls is the International House matches roommates based on their applications, their interests, what they like to do and what they prefer, said
Fidali.
"Usually this pairing does work out very well," she

VENDING I

SERVICE I

tontinuedfrom page 1
es and should be in front of the Student
Union," said Mike West, a senior science
major. "The food ones are too pricey."
Gendreau said the machines are in selected buildings because of fire issues.

"We do have sonic lire marshal restrictions fin equipment," said Gendreau
about why some buildings do not have
machines.

The

machines are not outside beapproved, Gendreau said.
Gendreau said that there is a campus
cause

they have to he

committee that grants approval tin anything to he linside and also the issue of
vandalism.

contintiedjiom page
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Refine the im mined the honor society,
Ruesch said, she thouLdit, -I’m not going
to get a oliolarship, that will never happen to me. lot I Mil..
Although Rues, li has a college fund,

hall can help )x.ni,"
she said.
"The world is becoming increasingly global And
there is tremendous opportunity for students (from
the Umted States) to learn from the (international)
residents," Makhni said.

also

EMPLOYMENT
DAYCARE ASSISTANT: PT
thru Dec FT in Jan S based
on Exp 6 ECE Mm Cat 62E8453 for info or email resume
to LENurserscrxhotmail corn
ALMADEN VALLEY ATHLETIC
CLUO is seeking professional lifeguards for pan -time tem
porary positions. Red Cross
Certification required Contact
Jell 445-4922

Pa STUDENT WORK
S14 50 to START
No Exp / Will Train
Suits All Majors
Great Resume Elep
FTPT
START IMMEDIATELY
Call 408-436-9336
FunStudentWork corn
PSYCH. WED. MAJORS:
Work so/developmentally dis
abled child, my home 8 mm
from campus alter school hr’s
512/hr 408-926-3944
GENERAL HELP: Small
Mattress Store close to SJSU
FT/PT/Flextime Will train
Informal atmosphere Joan’s OK
Computer skills a plus Steady
Neg. Steady Pay Ed 984-4020

FITNESSA.ANGUAGEMANCE/
SPORTS iNsIUL. TORS NEEDED
For adult & children classes
burled openings PT Flex
Hrs 520.25/hr plus bonus’
Need car Fax ms to 4011-9714761 or call 408-971-4760 to
make appointment
TUTORS WANTED: 7th Grade
TIM r io 2 loom 5151sr wok,.
Glen Area Anne S:IS 62 X412
WELCOME SACK SPARTANS,
Local valet <,,mpany needs
enthusiastic P. energetic aid’.
viduals to max Si nearby mails
privare erentS ar-Ountry dubs
FT/PT available We wiii work
around your busy school
schedule Must have clean
DMV Lots of fun A. earn good
money Call 408-867-7275

she said be. rise ’,I an economic crisis,
she had a little ,iilts,’s irs paving tuition.
"But III AV I has,. aliolarship, and
that help, title) a hit,- Rilesch said.
Ruesch is the only local sPident who
received a S23XX) chapter fellowship last
semester.
Even tlkaigh mole students have
GPA higher than S. they may not re
ceive the invitation, Lease said. If this
happens. Lease aid. midents shouldn’t
society.
hesitate to ask to Min tile
Having proof that .111.1elit Were ill
the top 10 percent of 111.1ents in the university is vets’ homaable.

Lease said.

Even though students worked h.trd
during their school vet,.. it their eftiirt

isn’t recognized.

Lease

will how it
The honor

RECREATION JOBS AT THE
LOS GATOS-SARATOGA
REC DEPT. Positions Open
Now For Leaders Afterschooi
Elem Sch Age Child Care
Recreation/Enrichment
Programs PIT M-F 2-6-1Sprn
Pay Range $7 83 -Sit 32/hour
starting depending on exp Ni.
ECE units req Call Kathy
408-354-87005245

asked, "%Vito else

its en’t relit t.or stil

membership, he said.
Head football coach Fitz Hill was invited to .join Phi Kappa Phi this March.
"I was very honored." 11111 said. "It has
been always very important to me com-

bining athletic and academic. lit) is great
combination of teaching (students) about
life Ito) let them know that you can do
both."
I .ease said, -Everybixly likes to he
honored."
Ile said he can’t find anybody in am
field who doesn’t want to be honored.
lease, a le. niter and an emeritus chair
of the ..hool of 111114C and lime, has
been te.iiiiing at SJSU tie- ;5 years.
Exactly ill years ago. Lease was the
president of the chapter, and last year he
was re elected as president.
-(1.easet is a very unique individu
al and tun to be itoond It’. been ..oeit
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LAW STUDENT RATE 25% OFF

catch-up next year.
This years event went smoothly
and Sundholui said she was glad people had a good tinte.

thanks to Phi Kappa Phi lot) San Jose
State. It was very fortunate he felt I was
a qualified to receive slosh a distinguished
awaid." h liii said.
Once a student bet oines niember,
they have several scholarship opportunities. Some ate oftered the opportunities
to study abroad :mil fellowship in both
local .tnd national chapters. I .ease said.
Local chapters give $2,000 awards for
second semester juntors oich as the one

Ruesch received, however. students are
expected to :Mlle back to stud% at SiSt T.
National ill giros also give SC,000
awaits lig graduating semor who will

c.mtinue their edu,atioti at 4radttate
scho,,Is. Lease

Learning

.tid
sent stop when

1"I’k

tiniii
their college smile.. I lull said.
"Learning is long. term ...immure mu"
1 lard work, studt-ing and Ivisisteine"
are the kevs to learning, Lease aid.
Lease said he is verv proud ’it S.IS1.’ to
have a ;II seat honor ..clett
Ile
1.1f, w,,ti.lertul that we here at San
Stile, an 1,11.e -.rodents it 511x ears
I
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said they try to fit them in or they play
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who are honored. She said the state
controller’s office sends her the number of service credit hours each employee has. The information is not
based on the year they started, but the
number of months they’ve worked,
she said.
The cutoff date for the names was
Aug. 31, and if they were hired Sept. 1,
they would not count, Sundholm said.

STUDIO APT for RENT
Located 01 BuStIong 00Woloyee
This apartment is lust blocks
away from SAM making it
4B1)/2BA with yard Lots of
parking Nice neighborhood 1 PERFECT for students’ Further
block from SJSU near the busi- conveniences this apartment
ness classrooms 522001no includes are laundry facilities
IS FT FROM SAW Avail Now
includes gardener & garbage P. easy access to Bay Area
1013D 51 ’2F4A 2 Fridges WO
hop required One year freeways Please contact John
$2200
John
5480-5580.UtilsDep
.14081 947-0803 for showing
base Call 408 978-2064
408-293-5693 Leave Msg

RENTAL HOUSING

2 BLKS TO SJSU: 280/18A
Spotiess N,e Carpets Puking
Laundry 5.1000,M0 559-1356

DAILY CLASSIFIED. LOCAL RATES FaelttnortAL/Aumy sAn3cAu4K424-3277

DELIVERY DRIVERS
Party rental business
Perfect for Students’
Earn $250 every weekend,
Must have reliable truck Or
van Heavy lilting is required
408-292 7876
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PHN: 408-924-3277
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Email: classified@casa.sjsu.edu
Online: www.thespartandaily.com
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$1000 52000 ins earnings
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litt
for SMO bonus when you
Manse C.dre GAi SCOUN tA
schedule your non sales fund. No Deposit Required Budding
Clara County 1310 S Baur-,
raiser with CampusFundtaiser run by professional managers
Ave San Jose CA 95129 or VA. Contact CampusFundraiser
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14081287-8025 or mcidre
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grriscoutsotsec org. AA’EOE
.sysh rampostiindcrsm..fm
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Mee 3 month parking pass P.
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Whir/Editor Tern Isil
The Pak) Alto CA brare.11
yr%
mese!,
reports
13
the California Cryobank is
FREE/ FIRST MONTH RENT??
nein & technical cop Ace i’
seeking men of all ethnicthes
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Efficient
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for our sperm donor programs newslettersI also
.2
..’ ULL
408-972-0319
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ing college or hold BA degree
MULE CHOICE DENTAL PLAN
.2 BLKS from SJSU
you can earn up to 5900urno
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W D Water Trash paid
receive a tree comprehensive
Sire 30., 60’. Fro met all
Great Roommate Floor Plan’
health screening A help otegile
’Welt Managed Student Bldg
i -two 655 3225 or
couples For more mlormalo
CALL NOW’ 408 378 1409
\WAY studentdental core of
or to apply online please yr.,
VI** QoldenereStdental ofn
*Wel f ryOhrtn4donor,
TIRED OF SNARING
A BATHROOM?"
FREE BOOK on Pest Lives.
EGG DONORS NEEDED’
Come see Our HUGE 280
Dreams P. Soul Travel from
Healthy female,, Nos re 31
2 FULL BA Over 1000 Sq Fool
ECKANKAR Call toll -free
Donate to infertile r iiuples
Apartment’ Walking Distance to
igcording 1-877-411-1800 it
some of the many &pr. y, .1,
SJSU Newly Remodeled
.
ewe kankar ima4iooti
body disposes monthly
Laundry Eat dales Parking
COMPENSATION $11.000
Security
Gate Easy Access
GLOBAL PHONECARDS
Cal lationour.five Soluedis now
to Bay Area Freewa6,,,ws,
Order Online Save extra 15’,
818-832,1494
Substantalty Larger than
*Oh coupon code riparian
408-947-0603
$1195
CHEAPPHONECARDS COM
TEACHERSANSTRUCTORS
P/T instructors Elem schools
DegreeCred NOT required
Oppty tor teachong eve Need u.ru
VU 408-287 an 70.409 EOE AAF

GRAPHIC DESIGNER Position
Available 18,20 bus per week TEACH ENGLISH IN KOREA
Free Rm & Transport
Salary
Must be enrolled in SJSU
www angelaconsulting corn
School of Art Proficient in
CUSTOMER SERVICE REP
Exp
Great
P. Resume Builder
Adobe
Illustrator
Photoshop
Pocition availabk, Great
Call Peter 301-530 0976
Opportunity Phone experience and InDessin on a Macintosh
Platform
Applications
available
and computer literate FT.PT
in San Jose Mon Fri P. some in the Student Un.on Acinyno,trerol
ATTENTION SJSL STUDENTS
orke 424-6310
SATs Call 510-7963050 for
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and a car Professional or
own hours For more unto
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1-877-791-7305
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’Training provided
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independently exercising
Part or Full time in San Jose
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Flex hours/days Mon-Sat
CALL 615 1500 9 am 5 pm
ossentoil ’Use
Call Peter, Jacob or Crystal uc www workforstudents com/sisu
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409 295-0228 Email resume
be available in the home from
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GROOMER’S ASSTMENNEL
to assist the individual in the
Empey Way San Jose 95128 help needed for small exclusive
event of an emergency During
shop & kennel P 1 Tugs Sal
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first aid P. CPR certifications
Must be reliable honest able
receives an hourly wage The
to do physical work Prefer exp
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Print your ad here. Line is 30 spaces, including
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more about HOPE To apply
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They are recommended by other faculty members. Each year we will invite
three -pi five faculty members, but they
have ti i be recommended and voted on to
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for outstanding

and community members, lease said.

"The (resident advisers) live here, so it’s the (residents’) first line of contact," she said. "We want resi-

"It von want to learn about another culture ... (or)

chines need maintenance twice a week
or every week.
Gendreau said if someone notifies
Spartan Shops about a problem. maintenance is done more often.

dent., but

tional House tries to support each other, problems do
arise, however, they are usually solved quickly.

learn a language, people down the

Gendreau added where the machines
came from.
"We have a capital plan that we purchase every year, however, there is some
age on them" Gendreau said. "About
15 or 16 years ago there was purchase
of equipment from a prior owner of the
equipment, but a lot of it’s been recycled
through."
Gendreau said that Spartan Shops
maintains the machines and they are
checked on if the machines need maintenance. Gendreau said that some ma-

SOCIETY I ’Everybody likes to be honored’

said.
Fidali said even though everyone at the Interna-

dent advisors to try to go in and solve the problems
as much as possible because they have the residents’
trust."
Fidali said all of the resident advisers take courses
in conflict managetnent.
In addition to their internal programs, the International [louse works with a lot of departments at SJSU
to help support students, (11alchni said.
"The residents at the International House are
among the most fortunate on campus because they are
so well supported." she said.
1111.11ffini said students from the United States Also
benefit from the support offered by living in the International !louse.
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OPINION

EXPLETIVE DELETED

Jewel of autumn rises above all other tournaments
Like many children in America, I spent the majority of my
summers within the confines of a Little League ballpark, imagining that every time I stepped out of the dugout it was to take
the field for game seven of the World Series.
The smell of grass frying in the sun, the taste of sunflower
seeds anti the fed of those polyester uniforms and mesh caps
have been burned into my mind, never to be removed.
And once every year when October rolls around, those
senses are overwhelmed by the memories of baseball.
Nine innings and 18 players on a diamond in October is a
combination that can’t be beat.
I once was engaged in a discussion on which is better baseball in October or football playoffs in January.
Most people in the discussion believed I would fight tooth
and nail to defend football, but they were at a loss when I told
them there was no contest - baseball wins hands down.
Football playoffs offer plenty, but lose in every category
So what if football gives us the whole any-team -can -beat any -team -on-any-given-day thing? All that means is that
one had team just has to get lucky four times and they’re the
champs.
No team can coast through the MLR playoffs. No champ
just has to get lucky butt times. Baseball birces a champion to
win 11 games, but more importantly it tests how a team han-

So what if a team plays in four games and comes home
loss.
In fiiotball, the example being the 2003 New England Pa- empty-handed? October gives us the possibility of a team
fighting for 19 games and still coming in second.
triots, a team call just ride a wave of wins to a championship.
Football can only sell the fact that each game is like a game
There is nothing like a team that has to keep its composure
seven, but there is nothing that can match a real
after two-straight losses and then come back to
game seven.
take the series.
These two teams have gone back and forth
I know some say this is the reason they love
for six games. They know each other, they know
football playoffs incite than baseball, but it is inwhat each other is capable of and they know
accurate.
that neither team is actually favored to win.
It is safe to say that the best baseball team
And then there is the World Series to culmithat makes it through the postseason is the
nate the month.
champion. They have to fend off the best in a
Forget the Super Bowl, it pales in compariweeklong series, not just for three hours on a
son to "The Series."
Sunday.
It has what every other playoff series has,
It all goes back to the scheduling for the
except it is the grand finale of October. It is a
entire season. Football offers 17 high-energy
possible seven games, pitting two teams against
weeks of helmet -to -helmet action.
MARK CORNEJO
each other who have fought for two and a half
Baseball gives the public 162 games before
weeks and still have about 10 more days before
reaching October. Only after playing in the regular season over a six-month span does a team get to play for a champion is crowned.
Every hit, every run and every out could be the defining
another month.
There is just something about a team playing for more than factor in the entire series, yet, because there is so much more
25 weeks and going home with nothing that makes what hap- baseball to be played, so many more runs to be scored and outs
to be recorded, it may mean nothing.
pens every October something magical.
dles A

Tooting your own horn
should be left to others
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TODAY
School of Art and Design
An art exhibition featuring student galleries will take
place from 10 aril. to 4 p.m. in the An building. For
more information, call the Gallery Office at
924-4.330.
Career Center
The Los Angeles unified School District will be
recruiting certified teachers from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
A job fair success workshop will take place from
10:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. A current resume, Timer
Card and Career Center membership are required.
Both events will take place in Building F. For more
information, call Jill Perez at 924-6055.
Catholic Campus Mmistry
A daily mass will take place at 12:10 p.m. in the
atholic Caeriplis Ministry Chapel. For more
information., all Father Mike Carson at 938-1610.
iallitlia Delta
A presidential debate party will take place at
5:30 p.m. at the chapter house located at 567 Eighth
St. Refreshments will he served. For more
information, call 293-3454.

SUNDAY
SJSU Cathiih, Campus Ministry
"Faithfid Citizenship’. will take place at 6 p.m. at the
SJSU Catholi, Campus Ministry 1-or more
informant iii, Sister Marcia Krause at 93R-1610.

Mark Cornejo cc the .S’partan Daily .sport editor
"Expletive Deleted" appear, every Priday.

WASTED DAYS AND WASTED NIGHTS

CREEP ON CAMPUS AIDAN CASSERLY

HALWC NATION FROM

In the Super Bowl, you can tell which plays will be huge,
which defensive stops will decide the winner and which field
goals will he remembered for decades.
In the Series, sou can’t tell which are the big plays until it
all comes down to the end. SO what if the New York Yankees
win game two on a walk-off home run if that’s the only win
they score in the series?
But, if the Yankees do pull it out to win in seven games.
that one swing of the hat may have decided who holds the
trophy.
And if we are lucky enough to get to a deciding game seven
of the World Series, as Was the case in 2001 and 2002, then we
are treated to the greatest single event in sports.
To judge for yourself, think of the Oakland Raiders’ loss in
the 2002 Super Bowl.
As a Raider fan, it hurt, but it was just one game.
Now, ask a San Francisco Giants fan about their loss in the
2002 World Series.
I rest my case.

School of Art and Design
An art exhibition featuring student galleries will take
place from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. in the Art building. For
more infinmation, call the Gallery Office at
924-4330.
SJSpirit
A group of clergy will he tabling for National
Coming Out Day from 11 A.M. to 1 p.m, in front
of the Student I inion. For more information, call
Chaplain Roger at 61)5-16)17.
Art I listory Association
A tnrting will take place from noon to 12:30 p.m.
in the Art building, room 329. Upcoming events
such as Fall Art I hstory Day, group trips and Spring
Symposium will he discussed. For more information,
call Danita Fleck at 287-6560.
Catholic Canipus Nlinistry
A daily mass will take place at 12:10 p.m. in the
catholi, Campus Ministry Chapel. For niore
information, c all Father Mike Carson at 93/1-1610.
Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. Joint Library
A di ii iillictitary titled "Iong Night’s Journey into
Da," Is ill be shown from 2 p.m. to .3:30 p.m. at the
King Library, room 255/257. The film focuses on
tour ass. of crimes relating to the apartheid
system. For more information, call Library General
Collections at 808-2397.

MONDAY

Counseling Services
An anger management group will meet from
I: III p.m. to -7 p.m. in the Administration building,
romit 201. For tnore information, call 924-5910

%Voinen’s Resource Center
Voter registration will take place from 9 a.m. to
4 p.m. at the tables in front of the Student I Inion.
For more information, call 924-6500.

Pride id the Pat alt. Islands
A Polynesian dance practice will take place from
8 pan. to 10 p.m. in Spartan Complex, room 75. For
niore inftirmation, call 924-2221.

A most heinous and lewd crime is occurring each and every day, and it’s happening everywhere.
Many have seen the crime committed at school, and many
have witnessed it at parties.
Some have seen it done at work, and some have even clone
it in front of a camera.
I’ve not only seen it, I’ve also experienced a great deal cut
time spent hearing it - the sound of too many people tooting their own horns.
I’m tired of hearing people brig especially when they have
nothing to brag about.
My cousin’s new husband decided to join
my family for a little dinner and drinking last
weekend. It wasn’t good enough that he Was
already married into the family, so he decided,
while quite inebriated, that he needed to "sell"
himself to us.
1 have lots of friends," he slurred happils.
in front of my family "People really like me,
they really love me. Everyone hwes me."
Do I hear sirens? Where was the 1 heart
myself" police? %Vas, like, someone getting
caught masturbating in the library?
Poor guy, too had he doesn’t realize how
much I hate people.
EUZABET H
Before you think I’m going overboard
with this, let me clarify that self-promotion
is not the same as bragging.
Sell -promotion is an art - bragging is just Follett.
Bragging is something that should be left for others to do
for you, not something you do fist yourself -- especially not
in public.
The art of self- protnotion is about
strategically getting others tic acluiowledge your accomplishments without
ever sounding like it was your ’mention.
I remember hearing ex -boyfriends
say I’m a good lover."
To which I replied. "Yeah, right. I
can tell who’s a good timer iir just had in
bed by looking at them. And you don’t
give out the ’good’ vibe."
They would usually argue about huiw
they are God’s gifts to women, and in the
end. I’ll leave disappointed and hacking
to jump into someone else’s lap.
For those who brag excessively - there is no need bit it.
If wiu do decide to indulge in self promotion - and
it is A privilege and not a right -- make sure you deserve it.
Make sure ifs something you’re proud ill’, anti it’s not just
something you’re telling everyine to inflate your ego
1)on’t brag unless you are given bragging rights.
It you’re so proud of your J4.-kikelpliShMent, that It
tic he vocalized, then by all means, go ahead.
Just make sure it’s well deserved.
Bragging about how well you’re liked, lloW Dinah better
your life is than everyone else’s or how much smarter you are
than everyone else falls tinder the category id stroking sour
ego.
After too many back -to back bragging offenses, you Ise
come all hype and no substance.
At this point, you kali only do line thing --- prove it. (
erwise you look like something I scrape off the bottom of niy
shoe.
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Letter: Constitution protects Coach Hill’s religious speech
Ilea, editor,

In lltursday’s edition of the Spartan
Daily, associate profess. it Jonathan Roth
is trying to sorb the freedom tit religion
and freedom of speech of fiaithall Loath

STAFF wkri-ERs I Jot. Amaral; John Paul Arde; Mt mica Lauer, Emmanuel Lopez; Mansur
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ADvEirrisiNr; Sarah Cruz; Dana Eugemo; Brian Freia; Andrea Goakey; Michel
N1cCammon; Catih Nguyen; Uyen Nguyen; Angela Scully; Robert Soto; Shigeyo Suzuki;
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INTERNATIONAL I 25 countries represented
continuedfrom page 1
port each other, said Tasnim Fidali, one of the interim
office managers of the International House.
"The International I louse holds activities like car washes, pingpong tournaments, trips to San Francisco Giants’ games and barbecues to make the international students feel welcome, make them interact with
each other and broaden their horizons," said Fidali, a
former house resident and an SJSU mass communications graduate student.

"There’s an amazing amount of diversity here," said
Fidali. "If you want to be with people from around the
world in one house, this is it."

es and should be in front of the Student
Union," said Mike West, a senior science

Fidali said the diversity is what makes the International House stand apart from SJSU’s residence halls.

major. "The tUod ones are too pricey"
Gendreau said the machines are in se-

"One thing that is special about this house compared to the (residence halls) is that we don’t tell (residents) to leave during Thanksgiving or winter break,"
Fidali said.

lected buildings because of fire issues.
"We do have some fire marshal restrictions for equipment," said Gendreau
about why some buildings do not have
machines.

Students pay tuition tin the semester, but instead

Jenin Abed, A student from Germany said the activities help her meet people.

of being asked to vacate the house during school

She said she likes living at the International House
because, "you don’t have to snake an effort to make

"As an international student myself, I found it very
scary when I was told I had a to find a place to live for

friends."

15 days," she said. "I didn’t know anybody here."

She said most of the people at SJSU seem very
busy with school, work and families, and it is easier for

SI l’s residence halls is the International House match-

her to snake friends with the other residents at the International House.

breaks, they are able to pay a per -day fee, she said.

The other thing that sets the house apart from SJ-

Fidali.
said.

One of her friends is Sabastian Miranda, a senior
industrial engineering major from Chile.

tional House tries to support each other, problems do

"We have fun, go on trips and learn about American culture," he said.

"The (resident advisers) live here, so it’s the (resi-

student council

In addition to their internal programs, the International House works with a lot of departments at SJSU

o nil 2h sears "
!Spit I .1111111ln Alan

and Phyllis Simpkins founded
International I louse us, 1974, and privately ,,wirled the
building until they donated it to the
’I iundanon in I 997. According tii the International II,use

pen to me, but I did."
Alth,mgh Ruesch has .1 college fund,
she said because
An economic crisis,
she had a little difficulty paying tuition.

dent advisors to try to go in and solve the problems

French night, said Emilie Germain, an American cinema graduate student from France.

mg

Before she joined the tumor society.
Ruesch said. she thought, "Int not going
to get a scholarship, that will never hap-

dents’) first line of contact," she said. "We want resi-

Fidali said all of the resident advisers take courses
in conflict management.

Nlakhni, the house director.
-Thi year we have 25 countries represented... said
Maklini. -We’ve had students from 95 countries dot -

in uedfioni page

arise, however, they are usually solved quickly.

Residents from the same country do sometimes
come together. Some of the French students hosted a

The atin,,,phere is very, yen -minded and tolerant
because of the diversity, flermain said.
The h’ use also hi his cultural worksh.ips, said

who are honored. She said the state
controller’s office sends her the number of service credit hours each employee has. The information is not
based ran the year they started, but the

15 of 16 years ago there was purchase
of equipment from a prior owner of the
equipment, but a lot of it’s been recycled
through."

number of months they’ve worked,
she said.

Gendreau said that Spartan Shops
maintains the machines and they are
checked on if the machines need main-

The cutoff date for the names was
Aug. 31. and if they were hired Sept. 1.
they would not count, SundhoLm said.
Sometimes mistakes happen, but slue

tenance. Gendreau said that some machines need maintenance twice a week
or every week.
Gendreau said if someone notifies
Spartan Shops about a problem, maintenance is done more often.

said they try to fit them in or they play
catch-up next year.
This year’s event went smoothly
and Sundholni said she was glad people had a good time.

SOCIETY I ’Everybody likes to be honored

Fidali said even though everyone at the Interna-

as much as possible because they have the residents’

ie ’Attieliv;" she said. "The next day everyone came to
us to sat thank you."

vandalism.

"Usually this pairing does work out very well," she

meeting that the house purchase a Sony Playstation.
"Everyone will vote on it," he said.

"We prepared a meal and showed the French mov

Gendreau said that there is a campus
committee that grants approval for anything to be outside and also the issue of

continuedfrom page 1

"We have a capital plan that we purchase every year, however, there is some
age on them," Gendreau said. "About

ests, what they like to do and what they prefer, said

her time with students from other countries.
"We mix a Lit." Abed said.

a

The machines are not outside because they have to be approved, Gendreau said.

Gendreau added where the machines
came from.

es roommates based on their applications, their inter-

Abed said although there are five students from
Germany residing at the house, she spends most of

Miranda recently proposed at

SERVICE I

contenuedfrom page 1

Web site.
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trust."

"But now I have a scholarship. and
that help, line) a bm- Ruesch said.
Ruesch is the mil% local student who
received A $2,0011. hapter fellowship last

Semester.
Even thoough

to help support students, Nlakhni said.

some students have a
(11PA higher than T.’s’, they in., not receive the InVitationi. Lease said.
this
happens. Lease said, students shouldn’t

"The residents At the International House are
among the most fortunate on campus because they are
so well supported," she said,

said students from the United States also
benetit trom the support uttered by living in the Internatiu nil Hi use.

hesitate ro Ask to join Ow
society.
Having roof that students were in
the top 10 percent ot students in the university is very honorable. I.ease sod.
Even though tudents worked hard
during their school seats, it their effort
isn’t recognized, Lease asked, "%VII. else

it you want to learn about another culture ... (or)
learn a language. people down the hall can help you,"
she said.
"The world is becoming increasingly global and
there is tremendous oppirtunity for students (from
the lffiited States) to learn Inuit the (international)
resideor,." Makhni said.

will honor you?"
The I

wry Isn’t only tor sto

dents, but Llso tor outstanding faculty
and community members, Lease said.
"They are recommended by uuther faculty members. Each year we will invite

thanks to Phi Kappa Phi (of) San Jose
State. It WAS very fortunate he felt I was
a muddied to receive such a distinguished
award," hull said.

three- to five Ciculty members, but they
have to be recommended ,triti voted on to

Once .1 student becomes a member.
they have several scholarship opportuni
ties. Some are offered the opportunities

membership," he said.
’lead bmtball coach Fitz Hill was invited to join Phi Kappa Phi this March.
"I Was very honored," I fill said. "It has

to study abroad and fellowship in both
local and manurial chapters. Lease said.
Imc al chapters give 52,000 awards for
second- setne,ter juniors such as the one

been always very important to me combining :ithletic and academic. It) is great
combin t ion i if teaching (students)ab,mt
life (to) let them know that
both."

Mu Can

Ruesch received, however, students are
expected to CI ’me back to study at SJSI.I.
Nation.d chapters ASO give S5.00(1
Awards for graduating seniors who will

do

Lease said, "Everybody likes to be
honored."

continue their education
,, hoods. Lease said.

lie Aid he can’t find anybody in any
field who doesn’t Want to be honored.
Lease, a lecturer and all emeritus chair
of the school of music and dance, has

doesn’t it,
when people
their college studies, I fill s ch I
"Learning is a luung-term coon nu at i
"liars) iv, ac, studying iind per s !sten,

been teaching At fiNT for 55 years.
Exactly 10 years Ago. Lease was

are the keys to learning, Lease said.
I ,ease said he is very proud ot SISt1 tu
have a 50 -year honor society award. I le
said, its wondertul th.tt we here at San
Jose State can honor students for 511 years

president if the

at

graduate

Learning

finish

the

chapter, and last year he

was le el, red as president.
-1Leasel
very UniqUe individual and tun to be around. Ifs been great

tor academic achievement."

408-924-3277
FAX: 408-924-3282
Email: classified@casa.sjsu.edu
Online: www.thespartandaily.com
DOWNTOWN SAN JOSE
STUDIO APT for RENT
SPORTS/THRILLS RENTAL HOUSING HOUSE
FOR LEASE Nice
Located in Bustling Downtown’
PHN:

CLASSIFIEDS
The SPARTAN DAILY
makes no claim for products or
services advertised below nor
is there any guarantee implied
The classified columns of the
Spartan Daily consist of paid
advertising and offerings are
not approved or verified by the
newspaper

EMPLOYMENT
DAYCARE ASSISTANT: P
thru Dec FT in Jan S based
on Exp 6 ECE Min Call 6268453 for into or email resume
to LENurserpohotmail corn
ALMADEN VALLEY ATHLETIC
CLUB is seeking professional lifeguards for part-tome temporary positions Red Cross
Certification required Contact
Jeff ,a,445-4922
CUSTOMER SERVICE REP.
Position available Great
Opportunity Phone experience
and computer literate FT/PT
in San Jose Mon -Fri 8 some
SATs Call 510-796-3050 for
more information

U.

FITNESS/LANGUAGE/DANCE/
SPORTSINSTuLtORS NEWEL/
For adult 8 children classes
Mimed openings PT Flex
Hrs S20-25rtir plus bonus’
Need car Fax res to 408-9714761 or call 408-971-4760 to
make appointment

NT STUDENT WORK
$14 Solo START
No Exp / Will Train
Suits All Mapors
Great Resume Exp
FT/PT
START IMMEDIATELY
Call 408-436-9336
FunStudentWork corn

TUTORS WANTED: 78h Grade
TiTH 1 10-2 10pm $15/hr
Glen Area Anne 1,35 6277 X412

PSYCH, SPED. MAJORS:
Work widevelopmentally dis
abied child my home 8 min
from campus after school hrs
$1 21hr 408-926-3944

GRAPHIC DESIGNER Position
Available 18-20 hrs per week
Must be enrolled in SJSU
School of Art. Proficient in
Adobe Illustrator Photoshop
and InDesign on a Macintosh
Platform Applications available
in the StuOetil Umon Administralton
Office 424-6310

EXPERIENCED BARTENDER
Needed Y TI-SE ALMADEN
ROOMMATE for Person with
LOUNGE Sun Mon 8 Wed
Is
Services
Hope
Disability:
A
Evenings 700PM 200AM
hiring roommates for persons
Shift $8/HR Please Call
with developmental disabilities
Nancy
i408) 269-4200
in San Jose Oualified applicants will have a Calitornia
EARN SI 5-1125/14OUR
driver s license automobile
Communications Firm looking
insurance a clean DMV record for Motivated People Set your
and a car Professional or
Own hours For more into
personal experience working
1-877-791-7305
with someone with a disability
is a plus The ability to work
INSTRUCTIONAL LIFEGUARDS
independently exercising
Part or Full time in San Jose
good judgement and decision
Flex hours/days Mon Sat
iv akruJ..oclls os essentoal The
Call Peter Jacob or Crystal ,Y
Roommate’s major duty is to
408-295-0228 Email resume
be available in the home from
to lobs ,Yesba org or Fax 40138 p m to 9 a m Mon Fri
275-9858 or US mail to 730
to assist the individual in the
Empey Way San Jose 95128
event of an emergency During
Must have current lifeguard
these hours the roommate
first aid A CPR certifications
receives an hourly wage The
roommate pays rent but is
TEACHERS AIDE: Jr 8 Sr
compensated for services proHigh Math Santa Clara Private
vided We are looking for appliSchool M F 9-3 $10 00/hr
cants who will be roommates to
Fax rem to (108) 217-0996
female clients
We are also looking for
COMPANIONS. Companions
do not live on the client s home
but work part time providing
daily living skills training for
clients The pay is 512/hour
Please visit our web site al
vnvw nopeservIces org to learn
more about HOPE To apply
please call Shideh 1408i 7112 0485
ill 011.1 tier Ii SShativanan
.whopeservices org E0E/AA

SERVICES

Downtown San Jose home
48D,2BA with yard Lots of
parking Nice neighborhood 1
block from SJSU near the business classrooms 52200/no
115 FT FROM $Olut Avail Now
includes gardener 8 garbage
1()BD 51,2f1A 2 Fridges WO
$2200 dep required One year
5480-5580UtilsDep John
lease Call 408 978-2064
408-293-5693 Leave Msg

2 13LKS TO SJSU: 2B0i IBA
Spotless Nice Carpets Prking
Laundry 51000,mo 559-1356

ROOMS for RENT. Convenient
location We are taking applications for rooms available on
So 13’h St near Santa Clara
St This is closet,, San Jose
State University near the heart
of San Jose You It be within
walking distance to enoyIng
many of the downtown shops
& restaurants All rooms have
private entrances Each room
$450 GROUP FUNDRAISER otters a private full bath indiPROGRAM COUNSELOR I
vidual air conditionaing 8 a
SCHEDULING BONUS
TEACH ENGLISH IN KOREA
Counselors for after -school
4 hours of your groups time
small refrigerator Monthly parkSalary Free Am 8 Transport
outreach programs Facilitate
ing passes may be available at
PLUS our free (yes freer
VIVI* angelaconsulting corn
curnculum based activities
fundraising
solutions EQUALS an additional cost Street parkGreat Exp 8 Resume Builder Bilingual a plus 10 15hrraik Sin .11
ing available Coin opererated
5100012000 in earnings
Call Peter 301-530-0976
Visit www girlscoutsotscc org
laundry No pets Excellent
for your group COI TODAY
for into Sew Cover letter P. re.
value w 5576,mo all util paid
tor 11450 bonus when you
Marisa Cele Guru Scours of h4.1..1
-chedule your non -sales fund- No Deposit Required Building
ATTENTION SJSU STUDENTS
Clara County 1310
Bay’
-titer with CampusFundraiser run by professional managers
Ave San Jose CA95128 or F A r
Reserve your morn today Call
Contact CampusFundraiser
PART TIME OPENINGS
(408) 287-8025 or mcdrelv
18881 923-3238. or visit
1408) 254-4500 or email
HIGH STARTING PAY
girlscoutsofscc org. AA1EOE
corn
mortgages statewidere corn
ern*
arnpusfundrii,er
FLEXIBLE SCHEDULES
First 5 qualified ups will receive
LATINCWHISPANIC MEN
EDITING
BY
PROFESSIONAL
a free 3 month parking pass
Internships possible
SPERM DONORS NEEDED
WNW/Editor Ter, paper,.
a free copy of their credit report
All mapors may apply
The Palo Alto CA branch of
tnoses reports 13 yts buss’Scholarships awarded
the California Crvobank is
neSS & technical asp Accurate
annually
seeking men of all ethrwittes ai Efficient I also do reSurneS
FINERFIRYKIRM6.4r4T Matt?
Some conditions apply
for our sperm donor programs
.2 BD’2 FULL BA 8 1 BO/IBA
newsletters 408-972-0319
Gain valuable experience in
VVORK Wei IOU )11 DEPOSIT
If you are currently attendsales/customer service
PARKING.
ing college or hold BA degree
CHOICE
SMILE
DENTAL
PLAN
.2 IR KS num SJSU
No experience necessary
you can earn up to 5900/rno
ncludes ,osmettl Stig 00 per yea,
W D Wafer Trash paid
’Training provided
receive a free comprehensive
Save 30 ir -60 - For info call
’Great Roommate Floor Plan.
health screening S help infertile
’Well Managed Student Bldg
1-800-655-3225 or
Earn income 8 gain exper,ence. couples For more information
cal Now 408 378-1409
studentdeMal corn or
CALL 615-1500 9 am - 5 pm
or to apply online please Visot
www
CORI
goldenwestdental
www workforstudents com/sisu
Wei* cryobankdonors corn
TIRED OF SHARING
A BATHROOM7,
FREE BOOK on Past Lives.
EGG DONORS NEEDED!
HUGE 2 BD
Dreams & Soul Travel from
GROOMER’S ASSTMENNEL
Healthy females ages 18 31
2
FULL
BA Over 1000 Sq Fool
ECKANKAR
Call
loll
-free
for
small
exclusive
help needed
Donate to infertile couples
Walking
Distance to
Apartment,
or
recording 1-877-411-1800
shop 8 kennel PIT Tues-Sat
some of the many eggs your
SJSU Newly Remodeled
k
visit veiny eckankar
Must be reliable honest able
body disposes monthly
F
Parking
Laundry
to do physical work Prefer exp
COMPENSATION 66,000
Security Gate Easy Access
GLOBAL PHONECARDS
working */ dogs. but will train
now
Call
Reproductove
Solutions
Online
Order
15u<..
to
Bay
Area
Freeways
extra
Save
Great oppty for dog lover Can
818-832-1494
with coupon code spartan
Substantially larger than Others,
Fax resume to 408-377-0109
51195mo 408-947-01303
CHEAPPHONECARDS COM
or Call 371-9115
WELCOME SACK SPARTANS!
Local valet company needs
enthusiastic 8 energetic inchviduals to wors an nearby malls
private events S country clubs
FT ’PT available We Will work
around your busy school
schedule Must have clean
DMV Lots of fun & earn good
money Call 408-867-7275

GENERAL HELP: Small
Mattress Store close to SJSU
FT/PT/Flextime WI) train
Informal airn,minere Jeans OK
Computer skills a plus Stead,
WM4 Steady Pay Ed 984-4020

RECREATION JOSS AT THE
LOS GATOS-SARATOGA
LACROSSE CLUB its SJSU
REC DEPT. Positions Open
Now For Leaders Afterschool No. 5.54 for 2004-05 IC
asp nec www sisulacrosse corn
Elem Sch Age Child Care
Call 408 250-967n
Recreation/Enrichment
Programs P/T, M-F 2-6.15pm
Pay Range. $7 83-511 32/hour
starting depending on exp No
ECE units req Call Kathy
408-354-87005245
GET PAID FOR YOUR OPINIONS!
Fan n 515 5125 A more pei .siuiv
TEACHERSANSTRUCTORS
www paidonlinesurveys corn
NT instructors. Elem schools
Degree/Cred NOT required
PROPESSIONAL EDITING
Oppfy tor teaching em Need rat
For your paper or dissertation
Vtut 408-287 41701408 EOF AAF
Experienced Efficient Exact
Familiar wan APA S Chicago Styles
RECREATION/DAY CARE
ESL is a specialty Gracea4831
Santa Clara Private School
252-1108 or Evagrace-Kani corn
M -F 3prn-6pm $10 00/hr Fax
r emir gracenotesedding cons
resume to 408-247-0956

DAILY CLASSIFIED - LOCAL RATES

FORNAnCINAL/AGNSCY RAM

cAu-4811-924-3277

Pnnt your ad here. Line is 30 spaces, including letters, numbers, punctuation & spaces between words

DELIVERY DRIVERS
Party rental business
Perfect for Students,
Earn $250 every weekend,
Must have reliable truck or
van Heavy lifting is required
408-292- 7876

Certain advertisements in

these columns may refer the
reader to specify telephone
numbers or addresses for
information
additional
Classified readers should be
reminded that when making
Mese further contacts they
Should require complete infermatKin before sending
for goods or services Inn:Zboo readers should carefully
invesNale all simss nanny
employment listings II cou

puns or discount vacations
or merchandise

10/08/04

000000LILIGICIGICIOCILIC10000000000000G1
01:10000000000000000000000DC10000
000001:10000000000J00000000JJG100
00000000000000G1000000000000000

Ad WOWS: 3 -line minimum
Trine
Four
Five
Two
is
Days
0011
WTI
DoW
Day
1113
1111
pe
10
riew mown $2 ex soul ssisions ins or all
dsp
Rim messes $2 for

«a, agovienoi

20 eMISettiiNtelaila.
rl
MAWR MCIII4s 10% CO
40 consoono Sues roans 20% CII
SO banssmilive issues wove 25% oil
Lail is apstr es Iwo Ours Cony toonson
sad MN Oulegils, IMO AMesa/

Please chock
one ClaSSIIICSIIOn:

Wee
*PPM

Loa and F cold’
Anrowymnwrm
rave
Gamy. CU*
Gnat Onsades
Send Medi or money order le: (No Croat Cards Accepied)
Events
Spwilan DAN, Ofsellisde
Veters
10 AM SIM
_Far Ode
Sea .104 CA Illiran12

Cart IWO

55
’ocelot, n Durum Seam men. Poem WI
Catcalled desk
_OWN
Deem* 10-00 am Iwo wsonlarn baton put4101411111.
Jledirpray
G NI ads ars swat U No oho* on amend ads
Riles* osresonvs papal* don only
OoliOnot
01111111101MW CALL (III) 5554577
&discount 104 0IAM parsons or
Raw= le prase poly ads
from 10ern to 3prn STUDENT
Ads
pieced in person in

Fltal Ins MIMI tor noon,* dops Lp lo 25 boon
NNW* made may be mil in ISM IS si i pm
*0 SUM el IS OM IIIV0
SJSU STUDENT RATE: 26% OFF

Fritti

Lost & Found ads ere offered free as a writs 10 Ins campus commundy

%mai 04001.111
Shawl mown;
INF EMI,
SouKm
KeelevIleault
Soortsenuir
iron*
Ensertawriord
Trek*
Tutenng
Wore Processing

This apartment is psi blocks
away from SJSU tromp it
PERFECT for students, Further
conveniences this apartment
includes are laundry facilities
8 easy access to Bay Area
freeways Please contact John
’4081 947-0803 for showing

TODAY’S
-1
CROSSWORD PUZZLE
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1U
14
15
Is
17
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20
22
24
27
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36
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61
65
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PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

S
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Rub* s -Early moralist
Brainstorm
F12 02s owner
Pipe unclogger
Dollywood loc
Put on guard
Closed
Study hard
Remote
Can fixer
Mr Kramden
Roll -call vole
Tailing bed
Not fresh
Goofs ,ip
Tquaria farewell
Oil exporter
Nile or Amazon
Mahe catty remarks
Old- London
theatre
Appears
Step up
Running stack
Fictional plantation
Worked with clay
Maui cookouts
Petty
of Free WalyRental agreement
Belfry sound
Novelist - Paton
Leading man
Emend
Fete
Lamp cover
Tolerates

DOWN
I Stanford rival
2 Energy source
3 Plal, award

4 Rummage
5 Two-rimer
6 Above
to a bard
7 Birthright seller
8 Prima
9 Amusing takeoff
10 Iniefligentsia
It Perfect place
12 Trait carrier
13 Hourglass
Contents
21 Mine car
23 Dews goals
Seim
25 Writer
26 Babysits
28 Mike
of iNarle s
World
29 Ghosts
30 Do lack o
lanterns
s stup
31
33 Cocoo dweller
34 Braid

35
38
41
43
46
48
52
54
55
57
58
59
60
62
63
64
67
68

And st,
Derrick or ,rane
Pasta wheat
Pet lovers gp
Invitahon
aCIdendurr,
Tarzan s title
Mountain flower
NASA rocket
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Europe Asia
range
Floppy contents
Subordinate
stater
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Some NCOs
Grass
Before now
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Drink

of the

Week

REVIEW

The Route 66, made by Brian Roy of Left at Albuquerque, is a 55 -ounce
margarita made with five shots of Herradura Silver Tequila, three shots
of Cointreau and a house recipe of sweet and sour mix.

By Sara Spivey
Daily .Statif Writer
Hie Route 66 is a 55 -ounce fishbowl iif a margarita with five shots of
tequila, three shots of triple sec and
house recipe sweet and sour mix from
Left .:
lbuquerque Southwestern
Grill :’rrphell.

REVIEW
The tangy flavor of the sweet and
sour mix masks the pungency of the
tequila. Combine that with the giant
size I 4.the drink and it is a pretty powerful .me -two punch that might cause
you to end up in some sticky’ situations
if you don’t heed the bartender’s warning.
"There’s a limit of one per customer," bartender Brian Roy said.
He said he typically serves the
drink to groups if two of more people, "except tor gm’s who want to hurt
themselves."
The drink is served with several straws, bin should be shared only
with close friends whose backwash
sou don’t mind drinking, and probably
day when you don’t have much
planned.
The Route 66 comes frozen
’,II the rocks and in a variety of fit
’ors such as banana, coconut, crushed
.rape. mango, papaya, prickly pear.
peach and original lime.
The flavors are typically served
Innen in margaritas poured from the
"Old 6," a machine that freezes the
bartender’s mixture of Route 66 ingre
dients, Roy said.
The price is a little high, but remember it’s meant to be shared.
well margarita is made with

Tres Reyes Gold tequila and triple sec
and costs 115. The top shelf margarita
is made with Herradura Silver tequila
and cointreau and costs $20. Adding a
flavor costs fl.
The flavors are tasty, especially the
prickly pear flavor made from cactus
leaves, which tastes like crisp unripened pear. Roy recommends the original lime flavor on the rocks.
"I just like it normal," he said.
The best time to drink the Route
66 is during Left At Albuquerque’s
happy hour from 3 p.m. to dose Monday through Friday.
The appetizers are cheap and plentiful 13.49 to 14.49 for dishes such
as garlic fries, calamari :mil chicken
nachos.
The bar is open until 11 11.111. Sunday through Thursday and 12 a.m. Friday and Saturday.
Roy also recommends the bar’s Patron Drifter, a margarita made with
Patron Silver tequila, Patron Citronge
and fresh -squeezed lime juice served
straight up in a martini glass with salt
on the rim fin $9.50.
The bar stocks 87 different types
of tequilas and mescals, bartender I.isa
Kellogg said.
"We used to have over 100 ...
but we cut down to the most popular
ones," she said.

on the game," said Furcal, who had
three hits and drove in three runs.
"Then, after the game, when I go
to my house, I think of all my problems."
With Houston on the verge of
a commanding lead, manager Phil
Garner brought closer Brad Lidge
into the game in the seventh inning,
but Atlanta rallied from a late two run deficit to force extra innings.
"I’m just upset at myself for not
getting the job done," Lidge said.
"You can’t think about how long
you’re going to be out there. For me,
it doesn’t matter what inning 1 come
in."
Both teams went to extraordiAstros looking
rimy means the
to go two-up in the best -of-five serealizing
they needed
Braves
ries, the
a split before playing Mice at Minute
Maid Park, where Houston has won
18 straight games.
Braves rookie Charles Thomas
singled with one out in the 11th off
Dan Miceli and stole second. Eli
Marrero popped out to the catcher, but Furcal golfed a 1-2 pitch
deep into the right -field seats, flipping his bat in the air about halfway
down to celebrate his first postseason homer.

Associated Press

Listening to the songs of Charlotte Martin is like flipping through
the pages of a woman’s diary, reading
a collection of poems or listening to a
girlfriend who has gone through a lot
of trouble.

Robert Spading / Dal y Staff

OCTOBER 8, 2004

Depression drives Furcal’s shot downs Astros
second Martin album
By Nami Yasue
Daily .51a,t) Writer

Watering hole
in Cambell
offers massive
margarita

FRIDAY

AtkE / SPORTS

Martin, a 27 -year-old singer/
songwriter, expresses her struggles of
brokenheartedness, isolation, loneliness, depression and anorexia in her
latest album, "On Your Shore."
Her lyrics, which mostly depict
the suffering of a woman, are catchy
for females, but many men may find
most of her songs too pathetic or too
much like a psycho musician trying to
get sympathy by’ telling her miserable
experiences.
Martin, a former Miss Teen of Illinois who has a bachelor’s degree in
voice from Eastern Illinois University, wrote her first song to deal with
her sorrow after losing a close friend
to suicide. She moved to Los Angeles after graduation and fought depression by writing songs. Like many
other artists,
her difficulty
adjusting to a
new place inspired her musical work.
The ire
of this classically
trained
artist is pure
and clear like
a crystal, and
her voice naturally conies
out. Strings are
often used to
express emotional suppressions, but her
voice sounds clearer with pure piano
backing it.
The mix of ballads and up -tempo
songs on the album is good, and her
talent is impressive. The only thing
to criticize is that sonic loud instruments interrupt the real talent of the
artist. She doesn’t need to add instruments .1 1,c, la)

fects because her voice alone

is Sat-

isfying.

Martin wrote all of the songs on
the album except the last track, "Wild
Horses," originally by the Rolling
Stones. Despite the graceful title of
"On Your Shore"
the album
the album begins with the phrase,
"1 dig my heels into the dirt, ’cause
this one’s gonna hurt." This wasn’t
the phrase I could possibly imagine
by looking at the cover of the album
a picture of Martin looking angelic
and sweet.
The third track, "Your Armor," is
simple and natural, but elegant. The
soft piano with strings makes her voice
more clear and powerful. Her voice
soars, but becomes stronger and louder
as she hits the keyboard harder.
Some songs are contrasted, but this
shows that all people have many different colors inside them. The 10th
track, "Parade On," is a depressing
song about a girl who created her
own personal hell. On the other hand,
in the eighth track, "Up All Night."
Martin sings about a positive and
strong woman who tries to make a decision on whether to choose her love or
to motivate herself to challenge something new and big on her own.
The album ends with "Wild Horses," the Rolling
Stones’
cover. It is an effective way to
end the album,
because
she
demonstrates
her ability to
carry other artists’ songs and
transforms the
song in het
own style. Als,i.
she shows her
appreciation
tot artists whu
have
influenced her.
honest,
Martin’s lyrics are real and
and they show the bare facts of mr,
dividuals. From the 15 tracks on the
album. many women may find the%
share the same experiences today oi
have faced the same situations it) the
past.

ATLANTA More than anyone, Rafael Furcal wants the season
to last as long as possible.
He made sure the Atlanta Braves
play at least two more games.
Set to report to jail once the postseason ends, Furcal hit a two -out,
two -run homer in the 11th inning
that sent the Braves over the Houston Astros 4-2 Thursday and tied
their NL playoff series at one game
each.
"It was awesonie," teammate
Adam I.aRoche said. "For as inuch
pressure as has been put on him,
knowing what’s going to happen to
him after we’re done. I don’t know
how he’s able to do it."
Furcal was in court just hours before Game 1, where he was sentenced
to 21 days in jail and 28 days in a
treatment center for violating probation with his second drunken -driving
arrest in four years.
His sentence was put off until the
day after the season ends. Furcal enoozed that it won’t be ending with
Saturday’s Game 3.
"For me, when I’m coming to the
ballpark ... I forget everything except
the field, put a lot of concentration
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Mailbox Rental
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Stamps
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Binding
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Located on 4th St. & [.San Carlos St.
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THE MOST ORIGINAL
COMEDY OF THE YEAR."

MEETSJSU.COM

- Glenn Kenny, PREMIERE

Welcome to SJSU’s online dorm!
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